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Food systems in Europe are largely unjust and not sustainable. Despite
substantial negative consequences for individual health, the environment
and public sector health and care services, large multi-national corporations
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continue to beneﬁt from the way food systems are designed—perpetuating
“Lose–Lose–Lose–Win” food systems that see these large corporations beneﬁt
at the expense of health, the environment and public sector ﬁnances.
Transitioning to “Win–Win–Win–Win” food systems is challenging because of
the heterogeneity, complexity and unpredictable nature of food systems—
one-size ﬁts-all solutions to correct imbalances and injustices cannot exist.
To address these challenges, we propose the use of heuristics—solutions that
can ﬂexibly account for different contexts, preferences and needs. Within
food systems, food democracy could be a heuristic solution that provides
the processes and can form the basis for driving just transitions. However,
ensuring that these transition processes are fair, equitable, sustainable and
constructive, requires an approach that can be used across vertical and
horizontal governance spheres to ensure the voices of key stakeholders across
space, time and spheres of power are accounted for. In this manuscript we
outline a new Horizon project, FEAST, that aims to use multilevel governance
approaches across vertical and horizontal spheres of governance to realize
constructive food democracy. We envisage this as a means to inform just
processes that can be used to design and implement policies, in line with
food democracy, to facilitate transitions to “Win–Win–Win–Win” food systems
across Europe that makes it easy for every European to eat a healthy and
sustainable diet.
KEYWORDS

food systems, food democracy, multilevel governance, just transitions, health,
sustainability

Introduction

pests, natural events, and their multiple sociospatial relations.
When and how transitions develop and what the impact will be
on the system represents a further area of uncertainty (Fieguth,
2017).
The aggregation of these factors means that we
will be fundamentally uncertain of how food systems
will evolve even if the strategies of all actors involved
were known.
Despite the lack of certainty on the exact composition of
our food systems or their tipping points, something that we
can be more certain of is that food systems have imbalanced
power relations and incentive structures that could impact
the thresholds at which tipping points are reached as well
as the recovery of the system in response to internal and/or
external shocks. In Europe, food systems largely deliver a
“Lose–Lose–Lose–Win” where large food corporations “win”
at the expense of enormous negative consequences, and thus
a “Lose”, for the environment, health and the public sector
(FEAST, 2022).
At the level of the environment, the global food system is
responsible for 26% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
50% of global habitable land use, 70% of freshwater use,
78% of eutrophication and 60% of biodiversity loss (Leip,
2005; Whitmee et al., 2015; Poore and Nemecek, 2018; Ritchie
and Roser, 2020; Xu et al., 2021). In the European Union

The complex, non-linear nature of food systems belies
simple solutions to supporting transitions to make them fair
and sustainable. As with all complex systems, food systems
have internal drivers that are influenced by external factors.
A multitude of actors working across different scales of
space and time with heterogeneous values and processes
drive decisions about technologies, labor relations, prices,
product range, the places of agriculture, processing and
distribution, and the logistics of commodity chains as well
as imaginaries of food and agriculture that help to stabilize
specific spatio-temporal relations within the food system.
Resulting contradictions, antagonisms and dilemmas constitute
fundamental uncertainties within food systems (Jessop, 2016).
The inability of actors in the food system to identify, understand
or predict the intended or unintended consequences of their
actions as well as the occurrence and/or impact of external
events (e.g., wildfires, droughts, war, inflation) provides another
area of uncertainty (Meadows, 2008; Marro, 2014). In complex
systems, transitions occur at thresholds or “tipping points” that
are characteristic of the system. Because of the nonlinear nature
of complex systems, it is extremely difficult to predict what the
tipping point will be, when it will occur or the response of system
components, i.e., actors including non-human beings such as
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approaches have become an integral feature of “the EU as
a real-time laboratory for trial-and-error experimentation
in governance” (Jessop, 2016, p. 27) and should be
focused in terms of democratizing the food system in
order to promote food justice, thus ensuring healthy,
sustainable, affordable and culturally appropriate food
for everyone.

(EU), the agricultural sector is responsible for 10.3% of GHGemissions and if we include the impact derived from imports,
the environmental impact of the EU’s food system will be
even greater (Leip, 2005; Berkhout et al., 2018). Food systems
and dietary behaviors also play a critical role in perpetuating
preventable diseases. Consumption of poor-quality diets is
increasing in Europe and it is the leading cause of death
and a top contributor to Non-Communicable Disease (NCD)
burden (Lobstein, 2018; Branca et al., 2019; Willett et al., 2019).
Approximately 75% of all diseases and 85% of all deaths in
Europe can be attributed to NCDs. In addition to the burden
on individuals, EU governments spend about e700 billion
annually to treat NCDs—which is about 70% of the ∼e1
trillion (7–10% of GDP) EU governments spend annually on
healthcare (ECDA, Internet; World Health Organization, 2021).
Food systems have also contributed to creating, entrenching
and widening health inequalities across the EU because of food
deserts and food poverty that see subgroups of the population
having differential access to and ability to choose healthy and
sustainable food that can help them maintain their health,
prevent disease and contribute to a healthier environment
(Allcott et al., 2019).
Despite the negative impacts of the food system on the
environment, health and public sector, the food industry has
been remarkably profitable. Allen et al. (2019) found that
transnational companies in the food industry earned billions
with substantial profit margins (processed foods—sales: ∼$350
billion, ∼7% profit margin; soft drinks—sales: ∼$100 billion,
∼14% profit margin; fast food—sales: ∼$75 billion, ∼13% profit
margin). The food industry actively perpetuates poor diets by
marketing foods that are high in calories, fat, sugar and salt,
especially to vulnerable groups such as minors and lower socioeconomic demographics (Backholer et al., 2021). Furthermore,
through tactics including interfering with legislative process,
using front groups to act on their behalf and public relations
campaigns designed to make them appear responsible in the
eyes of the public and policy-makers, the food industry blocks
or stagnates governmental attempts to prevent and limit NCDs
through measures such as controls on advertising and increased
tax on food products high in fat, sugars and salt (Cowling
and Magraw, 2019). It is important to note that most of the
benefits of the current dietary trends go to large transnational
companies; small companies and primary producers, especially
small farmers, do not benefit with the average EU farmer earning
∼50% of the average worker in the economy (EU Commission
F2F strategy, 2020).
Correcting the imbalances and injustices of food systems,
within the context of fundamental uncertainty, requires flexible
approaches that can accommodate place-specific socio-spatial
relations across space, shifting political, economic, social
and cultural conditions as well as changing temporalities,
including temporal horizons of actors’ strategies. Such
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Dealing with fundamental
uncertainties: The role of heuristics
The outcomes that result from a given set of system
components, dynamics, and environments are not predictable
and will be place-specific and dynamic. Though knowledge
and methods exist to collect data on how different elements
interact within a small part of a system, this information does
not yield insights to enable accurate predictions on outcomes
within the system on the whole, including the tipping points
that, if reached, can destabilize it (Mousavi and Gigerenzer,
2014; Katsikopoulos et al., 2021).
Within complex systems, studies have shown that heuristic
solutions, simple “rules of thumb”, can outperform complex
algorithms based on big data models, which can sometimes
lead to overfitting, which occurs when big data-led statistical
models fit against the data used to train the model (Mousavi
and Gigerenzer, 2014). Heuristics (efficient, fast and frugal
cognitive processes) can be adapted to decision-makers’ placespecific conditions and can avoid overfitting, reduce resources
required to make decisions while also supporting more
accurate judgements (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011). Some
examples of heuristics include (Mousavi and Gigerenzer, 2014;
Katsikopoulos et al., 2021):
- 1/N rule: For investors, allocating resources equally
to N alternatives can help to diversify portfolios
and has been shown to outperform optimal asset
allocation portfolios.
- Tallying: For estimating criteria, counting the number of
positive cues, rather than trying to estimate weights, can
lead to predictions that are as accurate or better than
multiple regressions.
- Satisficing: For decision makers, exploring alternatives
and selecting the first option that exceeds his/her
aspiration levels can lead to better choices compared
to chance.
Though we can be certain that our food systems are
unfair and unsustainable, given that they are complex and
non-linear means that the approaches that can be used
to make them fair and sustainable will have to be simple
and flexible enough to adapt to different and place-specific
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Given “the tendency of all forms of governance and
associated policies to fail (market failure, state failure, network
failure, or collapse in trust)” (Jessop, 2016, p. 16), food
democracy as a heuristic does not necessarily lead to a
stable, healthy, just, and sustainable food system, but rather
facilitates the ongoing moderation of “contradictions, dilemmas
and antagonisms” (ibid., p. 26), which always remains partial
and provisional, in a “contested process, involving different
economic, political, and social forces and diverse strategies and
projects” (ibid.).
Notwithstanding the risks, as a heuristic, food democracy
can deliver many benefits while also helping to overcome some
of the aforementioned risks. Deliberative democratic processes
that are the foundation of food democracy require that all
citizens are given equal freedom to speak and contribute to
shaping their food system (Held, 2006). Shifts to these modes
of decision-making within food systems can give citizens a sense
of ownership and responsibility because they are engaged “. . . in
fashioning the nature of the food system and as a consequence
strengthening their civil lives as citizens (Heldeweg and Saintier,
2020; Szulecki and Overland, 2020).” This in turn can yield
several positive outcomes including:

conditions over space and time. In this manuscript, we propose
food democracy as heuristic solution that can be used by
stakeholders at all spatio-temporal scales and in all parts of
the food system to manage complexity while driving desirable
shifts toward fair and sustainable food systems that deliver
a “Win–Win–Win–Win”.

Food democracy: A heuristic
solution with complexities
Democracy can be defined as “a way of making binding,
collective decisions that connects those decisions to the interests
and judgements of those whose conduct is regulated by the
decision (Cohen, 2007; Szulecki and Overland, 2020).”
Justifications for democracy can either be instrumental
(i.e. democracy delivers the best results) or procedural (i.e.
democratic processes are ideal because they allow for greater
representation across a population) (Tonello, 2020). In this
manuscript, we are concerned only with the procedural aspects
of democratic processes—namely, that democratic orientations
can be realized by devolution of decision-making to local
levels away from elite and centralist-driven governance and
government through a variety of forms including cooperatives,
civil networks, and alternative/networked governance structures
that may contribute to rearticulating different spatial-temporal
scales to foster decisions ensuring healthy and sustainable food
for everyone (Szulecki and Overland, 2020).
As with any social processes, different stakeholders, over
space and time, will have different conceptualisations of values
(e.g., democratic orientations of justice and sustainability)
and failing to account for this can lead to counterintuitive
outcomes (Tschersich and Kok, 2022). For example, democratic
processes can:

- just and equitable representation and ensuring that
marginalized voices are heard (Szulecki and Overland,
2020; Pike, 2007).
- addressing and redirecting power imbalances (Szulecki and
Overland, 2020; Tschersich and Kok, 2022).
- a greater engagement in civic affairs (Barber, 1984).
- tolerance for opposing points of view (Gutmann and
Thompson, 1996).
- increase in the community’s social capital through more
informed decision-making (Fishkin, 1997; Putnam, 2000).
These outcomes in aggregate can drive a “creative
reconfiguration of social relations” and their spatial as well as
temporal dimensions that increase social cohesion and can lead
to more effective innovations to address problems faced by food
systems, while also addressing some of the risks of private sector
policy capture and sate encroachment (Szulecki and Overland,
2020; Tschersich and Kok, 2022). Furthermore, deliberative
processes can lead to more effective and innovative solutions
because of the “pluralities of knowledge” represented by the
diverse stakeholders involved in these processes (Tschersich
and Kok, 2022). Bringing together this cognitive diversity
can aggregate, align and codify latent knowledge within the
community that can yield insights that will be superior to the
knowledge that could be provided by individual or small groups
of experts (Ober, 2008; Landemore, 2013; Surowiecki, 2004;
Hong and Page, 2004; Page, 2007). It can also help to navigate
some of the problems seen with “food populism”.
Food democracy can give stakeholders a voice in shaping
their food systems but it must be implemented and managed

- increase existing inequalities because people who are more
likely to participate are already privileged and able to invest
the resources needed to participate (Szulecki and Overland,
2020);
- lead to private sector policy capture (Szulecki and
Overland, 2020; Tschersich and Kok, 2022);
- lead to “state encroachment” and undesirable regulations
that increase bureaucracy and inefficiencies (Szulecki and
Overland, 2020);
- lead to the pursuit of short-term goals that can manifest
in “food populism”; borrowing from the literature on
“energy populism”, “food populism” can be framed as “a
political discourse that pits the supposed interests of “the
people” against “the elites”, often combined with resource
nationalism, suboptimal but popular economic solutions
such as subsidies, and promises of an easy life (Szulecki and
Overland, 2020)”.
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carefully to ensure it does not perpetuate undesirable food
systems through unsustainable and unjust “organizational,
institutional and spatiotemporal fixes” (Jessop, 2016, p. 16).

- Institutional relationships driven by negotiations and
networks as opposed to constitutions and legal frameworks.
- An important role for non-governmental bodies.
- A flat and open decision-making structure as opposed to
one driven by pre-defined hierarchies.

Operationalising food democracy
and avoiding its pitfalls: The role of
multilevel governance

MLG can generally be disaggregated into two subtypes.
MLG-Type I, normally focused on policy outcomes, is carried
out along vertical governance axes that have well-defined tiers
and a limited number of, usually government, entities that
have shared decision-making powers (Liesbet and Gary, 2003;
Bulkeley and Betsill, 2005; OECD, 2010; Saito-Jensen, 2015).
MLG-Type II, or “polycentric governance” focused on particular
issues, is carried out along flexible horizontal governance
axes and forms (e.g., state and non-state governance) where
organizational boundaries are blurred, or even disappear
(Liesbet and Gary, 2003; Bulkeley and Betsill, 2005; OECD, 2010;
Saito-Jensen, 2015).
Though MLG is not very common in practical attempts to
promote food democracy, the examples that have proven to be
successful, such as the Denmark-Aarhus-Copenhagen initiative
on vertical integration of sustainable food procurement,
demonstrated sustainable impact (Gradziuk et al., 2022). Given
its key characteristics, MLG is also a potentially powerful
mechanism that can be used to realize and support the
deliberative processes that underpin food democracy. In so
doing, FEAST attempts to contribute to a change in sociospatial
relations in specific places and on different sociospatial scales
in the sense of action research, i.e. gaining scientific data
that also serves to change mindsets and relations of those
involved in the project as stakeholders (Rauch, 2014). In
this way, the project will also collect further information on
barriers to change. Therefore, food democracy as a heuristic
within FEAST encompasses three aspects: involving a variety
of key stakeholders for assessing strategies through deliberative
processes that include voices otherwise neglected; changing
stakeholders’ mindsets and relations to foster democratic
decision-making going beyond representational democracy
through MLG; creating knowledge about mindsets and relations
by analyzing these deliberative processes, their barriers and
their outcomes.
By supporting a more equal distribution of power and
formal/informal joint decision-making between different
spheres of governance (including different levels of government
as well as between non-governmental actors including
communities, not-for-profit organizations and the private
sector), MLG provides a structured perspective to incorporate
the key voices that need to inform how food democracy can
be used as a heuristic solution to support just and sustainable
food system transitions under different conditions. Through
these mechanisms, MLG can be an efficient and effective way
to realize the key pillars of the deliberative aspects of food
democracy including ensuring full and equitable representation

Ensuring that food democracy is realized as a constructive
heuristic solution, especially for vulnerable groups, requires
processes that incorporate the constant reflection and
adaptation needed to address power imbalances and
incorporate perspectives on justice (Tschersich and Kok, 2022).
Furthermore, considerations on dilemmas, contradictions and
antagonisms as well as tradeoffs and unintended consequences
are essential to avoid creating or perpetuating injustices. For
example, an approach that delivers benefits in one context,
or point of time, could lead to injustices for stakeholders in
a different context or for “distant voices” who are not able
to participate in the democratic processes (Meadows, 2008;
Tschersich and Kok, 2022; Jessop, 2016).
There are a variety of approaches that could be used
to rearticulate different place and socio-temporal scales
of decision-making to support food democracy. One such
approach, multilevel governance (MLG), has been used in
a variety of domains including urban sustainability, energy
infrastructure and climate change adaptation (Liesbet and Gary,
2003; Bulkeley and Betsill, 2005). At its core, MLG results in the
distribution of decision-making authority through a heterarchy
that manifests in a shared and integrated mode of decisionmaking across multiple dimensions including: different scales
of governance reaching from micro to meso; between and
within different sectors (e.g. food systems vs energy or within
a sector, for example, within food systems the distribution
of decision-making authority between producers, distributors,
retailers, consumers); and between different resource stewards
within and across the aforementioned dimensions (MarzedaMlynarska, 2011).
MLG’s origin and evolution was based on a recognition of
the limitations of other modes of governance; it was, therefore,
a means to an end rather than an end in itself. The most wellrecognized example of this is within the EU where an opposition
to state-centric modes of governance led to an approach that
would facilitate different types of stakeholders contributing to
and making governance decisions (Liesbet and Gary, 2003;
OECD, 2010). This yielded four key characteristics (MarzedaMlynarska, 2011):
- Involvement
of
transnational,
subnational stakeholders.
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across key stakeholders in the food system, which can also
contribute to providing the cognitive diversity needed to derive
innovative solutions. Furthermore, by integrating different
levels of governance into the identification and articulation
of problem statements and solutions exploration, meso- and
macro-governance scales can contribute to the creation of
conditions that can support citizens to contribute deliberative
processes that can overcome the barriers often seen in locked-in
socio-technical systems such as incumbencies and undesirable
resilience (e.g. the dominance of private sectors organizations
in the shaping and functioning of food systems manifest in
occurrences like policy capture driven by large multinational
food companies) (Rawls, 2001; O’Neill and Williamson, 2012;
Tonello, 2020).
To develop and implement experimental approaches based
on MLG that can realize constructive food democracy across
Europe and deliver “Win–Win–Win–Win” food systems, in
July 2022 a consortium consisting of 35 partners across 15
European countries launched a Horizon Europe project called
FEAST (Food systems that support transitions to hEalthy And
Sustainable dieTs) under HORIZON-CL6-2021-FARM2FORK01-15 (FEAST, 2022). A 5-year project, FEAST aims to explore
how both MLG-Type I and MLG-Type II can support and
enable food democracy by delivering transition processes that
are empowering, allow for meaningful participation of diverse
voices and perspectives while also supporting co-development of
knowledge and solutions across Europe’s diverse food systems.
Research and innovation activities across FEAST will be
carried out through a nested mixed methods design on
three broad analytical levels of governance and decisionmaking across the entire food system (Figure 1). These levels
speak to different governance scales but are not identical
with these.

systems that enable all European citizens, particularly
vulnerable groups, to easily access healthier and more
sustainable diets.

MLG-Type II: Co-design and
co-ownership through living labs
FEAST will utilize Living Labs to explore MLG-Type
II. Living labs can be used to engage in experimental
democratic approaches while accounting for context-sensitive
factors that could have an impact on the realization of food
democracy. To ensure representation across the EU, FEAST
has identified living labs from rural areas, small/medium
cities and associated large city living labs according to a
specific typology of food systems that cover aspects including
regional diets, food production systems and welfare system
characteristics (i.e., Beveridge/Bismarckian healthcare systems;
Figure 2; Andersen, 2010; Freisling et al., 2010; Vanham et al.,
2013; de Ruiter et al., 2014; Irz et al., 2016; Guarnizo-Herreño
et al., 2017).
FEAST’s Living labs will be used to establish userfocused experimental environments in which key food system
actors responsible for shaping food environments along
the horizontal micro- and meso-scales of the food system
(end-users (citizens), municipal, provincial and national
authorities as well as production, distribution and retail
organizations) will participate in the co-development, testing
and research of novel community, technology and policybased solutions in real-world settings. Importantly, living
labs are particularly well-suited for identifying, defining,
and addressing the needs of vulnerable groups struggling
economically and geographically to access solutions to
support them to adopt and maintain healthier and more
sustainable diets. As such, those who will benefit directly
from the outcomes of this project will be closely involved
in generating the solutions. Partners will also co-design
recommendations for policymakers using a participatory and
inclusive analysis of policy constraints to innovation across food
systems. The specific approaches we will use at the analytical
micro- and meso-levels that speak to respective governance
scales include.

MLG-Type I
MLG-Type I will be explored by investigating macrolevel food system dynamics driven by government actors at
different vertical scales of governance and government to
better understand the role of municipal, national and EU
policies in shaping the food system. The aim is to better
understand how regulations, discourse, rules of the games
of policy-making, as well as power dynamics can serve to
enforce both progressive and regressive interests and visions.
Further to this, there will be an exploration of the interaction
between top-down and bottom-up mechanisms that can be
used to shape and deliver policies across these vertical levels
of governance.
Through
these
approaches,
FEAST
aims
to
deliver concrete, practical and evidence-based -policy
recommendations for all levels of policy makers
to support the design and implementation of food
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Micro-level
Sociological and human geography methods will be used
to investigate the geographic, socio-economic, behavioral and
cultural factors determining dietary choices on individual
and group-specific levels, accounting for food environments
across Europe involving urban, suburban, rural and coastal
regions, with a particular focus on different vulnerable groups,
gender and demographics. This information will be elicited
using a variety of methods including cross-sectional survey
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FIGURE 1

Exploring MLG-Type I and MLG-Type II through macro, meso and micro levels of the food system.

FIGURE 2

FEAST food regions and FEAST living labs.
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outputs from both MLG-Type I and MLG-Type II approaches
in this way.

across Europe, direct engagement with vulnerable groups,
tracking purchasing behavior through digital apps and modeling
informed by large datasets. The impact of individual and groupspecific dietary choices on the environment will be analyzed
by using biodiversity, nitrogen flow and energy efficiency of
agriculture as indicators. The consequences of these choices on
public health and group-specific quality of life will be assessed by
using mortality rates and cardiovascular illnesses. The insights
on the factors influencing dietary behaviors will be leveraged by
our partners in cities and community groups to improve food
environments and empower citizens to make healthier and more
sustainable dietary choices.

Conclusion
Given the heterogeneity, complexity and unpredictable
nature of food systems, one-size fits-all solutions cannot exist.
Heuristics are a type of solution that can provide the flexibility
needed to account for different contexts, preferences and needs.
Within food systems, food democracy could be a heuristic
solution that can form the basis for driving transition processes
but ensuring that these transition processes are fair, equitable,
sustainable and constructive, requires an approach that can be
used across vertical and horizontal governance spheres to ensure
the voices of key stakeholders across space, time and spheres of
power are accounted for.
In this manuscript we outline a new Horizon project,
FEAST, that aims to use multilevel governance approaches
across vertical and horizontal spheres of governance to
realize constructive food democracy. We envisage this as a
means to inform just processes that can be used to design
and implement policies, in line with food democracy, while
being able to accommodate the shifting demands of complex
food systems.
The ultimate goal is to enact food democracy as a heuristic
solution to overcome the current imbalances and injustices while
facilitating transitions to “Win–Win–Win–Win” food systems
across Europe that makes it easy for every European to eat a
health and sustainable diet that is good for their health, good
for the environment, reduces demand on public sector services,
while also being beneficial for businesses.

Meso-level
Economic science and sociology will guide investigations
of the determinants of food procurement by producers,
retailers and the food industry. Furthermore, FEAST will
explore how these determinants shape food environments.
Using validated instruments developed by our partners (e.g.,
Food-EPI) we aim to directly engage with food system
actors to better understand their barriers and facilitators to
supporting transitions to healthier food environments. We
will also co-design innovations that can be used to shape
food environments and institutions in a way that empowers
and supports consumers to easily access and make healthier
and more sustainable dietary choices. For businesses, we aim
to explore how fewer unhealthy and unsustainably produced
dietary products are offered while simultaneously increasing
affordable, local, healthier and more sustainably produced
products on offer. For institutions, we aim to support them to
increase availability and use of healthier and more sustainable
meal options.

Data availability statement
Integrating MLG-Type I and MLG-Type II
insights

The original contributions presented in the study are
included in the article/supplementary material, further inquiries
can be directed to the corresponding author.

The outputs of our MLG-Type I and MLG-Type II
approaches will be integrated into scenario methods and
modeling approaches that allow for integrated health impact
and sustainability assessments of planned policy measures that
follow from specific scenarios and visions based on FEAST’s
co-created community, technology and policy-based solutions.
Models will be able to calculate cost-benefit ratios of various
measures and will also take into account multiple valuation
languages impacting policy choices and debates in socially
heterogeneous environments. These models will also help to
identify potential leverage points for food system change while
accounting for social, environmental and economic effects as
well as trade-offs and synergies within and across these domains.
As far as we are aware, this is the first attempt at integrating
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